AV SOLUTIONS | VIDEO IN THE ENTERPRISE

Video collaboration that does justice to your meetings and presentations

THE CHALLENGE
Today companies of all sizes are making increasing use
of video conferencing as an everyday tool. It improves
the efficiency of meetings and minimises travel time
and costs for staff to attend, whilst also reducing their
carbon footprint.
The evolution of these systems from bespoke hardware
solutions to powerful Unified Communication (UC)
software-based platforms has added capability and
versatility.

At the same time these new solutions are driving demand
for cameras that can provide the highest quality images,
interoperability with other systems and the flexibility to
operate in spaces of all sizes.
With environments ranging from small huddle rooms,
through to medium sized meeting rooms and large
conference facilities, a wide range of cameras of different
capabilities are needed to match the demands of varying
customer applications and budgets.

THE SOLUTION
The best solution is to use equipment that conforms to industry standard connections and control protocols. Professional
models offer superior low light performance and simple integration with UC platforms.

Smaller meeting rooms
Choose a high-resolution sensor
and a wide 120° viewing angle

Medium size rooms
Fixed cameras to shoot
2-3 angles

Medium size rooms
PTZ cameras to zoom,
pan and tilt

Share and switch sources at
the press of a button

Switch, record and stream events
via touch screen control

Tap to share and present
content, making meetings truly
collaborative
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THE MEETING
PTZ cameras for high
quality video capture with
accurate positioning.

Discreet camera with
ePTZ & wide angle
capture for video.
conferencing views,
record & stream.

Switch camera & presentation
sources, create picture in
picture & other custom views,
record & stream.
Wireless presentation
from laptops to large
format display or
projector in room.

THE INSTALLATION
Holdan is platform agnostic. Whatever your
communication backbone, we have the technology to
enhance the way you capture, share and collaborate with
your teams and viewers.
We understand that there is no single solution that
suits all scenarios. Our technical specialists have the
tools and experience to help you enhance the way you
communicate. Whether you’re looking for a plug and play
camera or want your communications to rival television
programming, we can help.

THE OUTCOME
Enterprises are keen to convey a professional image to
clients, staff and partners. They need the enhanced
experience that pro-video capture and source switching
brings to conferencing and communication systems.
The result is that annual conferences and financial
statements are streamed to offices around the world.
Quarterly business review meetings are accessible to
satellite offices, with users local and remote able to interact
with ease. Teams can participate in seminars remotely, or
review workshops at a later time. Business is transformed.
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